The all new Pride Zero Turn 8 is highlighted by Pride’s patented iTurn Technology™ that allows the Zero Turn to navigate the tightest of turning circles (97.2 cm).

The iTurn technology uses independent dual motors (one driving each rear wheel) to allow the scooter to turn in its own footprint. In comparison the GoGo LX with CTS has a turning radius of 116.2cm.

The Zero Turn is the ultimate choice for indoor use or for people wanting the stability of a four wheel scooter but needing the turning circle of a three wheel scooter.

**Key features:**
- Patented iTurn Technology™ provides 4-wheel stability with 3-wheel manoeuvrability
- Charging port built into the tiller for easy charging
- CTS Suspension for comfortable long range use
- Contemporary new rim design makes the Pride® Zero Turn Scooter look as good as it drives
- Delta tiller, ergonomic wraparound handles enables easy-to-use left or right hand operation
- Dual motors for added traction in rough terrain
- Feather-touch disassembly permits simple frame separation with only one hand
- Front basket
- Full LED lighting package for safe operation
- Under seat storage comes standard
- USB charger built into the tiller for convenient charging of smart phones and portable devices
- Your choice of three contemporary, interchangeable colour shrouds
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